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Introduction 

In urban communities all across Canada, basically urban

oriented people are making decisions that impact on rural issues 

and land/people interrelationships. Too often the rural community 

and those of us concerned with rural issues underes~imate . the 

importance of this urban segment of our society. They are, after 

all, the majority and ever growing in numbers. It is therefore 

logical th~their values, priorities and concerns influence 

decision making in areas that affect how rural people live and 

how they use their land and water resources. The focus of this 

conference, therefore is most important. The significance of it 

can pass us by, however, unless we as Professional Agrologists 

apply ourselves and perhaps be a little introspective in assessing 

what our role will be in this dynamic process. 

In thinking of the effects of urban decision making on rural 

issues I recalled an appropriate paragraph from The Urban Pattern 

by Hans Blumenfeld: 

"The American and Canadian people are faced with 
a dilemma. They want, and want badly, two things. 
They want to live in an efficient, convenient, 
healthy and pleasant environment and they want as 
individuals and collectively as municipalities to 
be able to make an honest dollar out of every piece 
of property they happen to own. The two are basically 
incompatible. Sooner or later they will have to 
decide which one is more important to them." 

Blumenfeld puts before us a very powerful and sobering thought. 

It is true. All of us I am sure, would dearly like to have the 

advantages of both worlds without the disadvantages. The lifestyle 
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pull from urban to rural and rural to urban is part of this 

reoccurring frustration. I disagree with Blumenfeld on one point, 

however. It is true, we have not yet found the means to provide 

ourselves with that ideal lifestyle. However, I hope and believe 

that we have more than just two choices, that through careful 

planning, built on understanding, we can as a society achieve 

a comfortable balance. 

A first point we should give some thought to is the basic 

question of who or what is urban and who or what is rural. Com

prehensive definitions that will do justice to either are elusive. 

Is the person raised, educated and living in an urban environment 

but employed in a resource industry, food production or other, 

and who spends his leisure time hunting, fishing, hiking or other

wise in pursuit of rural amenities, urban or rural? Similarily, 

is the young professional, raised on a farm in a family of second 

or third generation food producers but who has chosen a profession 

that brings with it life and employment in a distinctly urban 

setting, urban or rural? If our answers are that it depends on 

their values and priorities, which to me has some validity, then 

surely we have relegated both creatures as undefinable. 

In a recent address, our AIC president spoke of the 327,000 

farmers in Canada being complemented by more than 850,000 people 

employed in the modern agri~fiobd infrastructure. The majority 

of these 850,000 people, I submit, are really urbanjtes, In 

some cases, it has been my experience to discover they 

are not all that aware of rural issues even though employed as part 

of the food production team. This is true of other rural-based 
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resource industries as well. During this conference we should 

keep in mind that "rural'' is not only food production, but itself 

a complex land and water use maze. 

In truth, most of us are a little of both, urban and rural. 

\ In · terms of truly identifying with rural .com.raunities and their 

land base, however, even .many of us in this room are more urban 

than we care £ 0 ·adm±-t. 

Ideally, I feel we should be talking about a rural-urban 

continuum but I appreciate continuuns are cumbersome to deal with 

in discussion. However, I hope each of you will keep this point 

in mind as we refer during this conference to "urban" and "rural" 

as if they were black and white words rather than the innumerable 

shades of grey that more fairly reflect their character. 

In beginning this conference, with its specific focus, we 

should ask ourselves several questions: 

(1) What do we mean by urban decision making? 

(2) What do we mean by urban influence? 

(3) What are some of the main rural issues within the scope 

of our profession that are being impacted upon by urban

influenced decison making? 

In terms of the first question, I view urban decision making 

in the broadest context, whether political (the majority of the 

electorate), economic (in the market place) or social (lifestyle 

domination) in nature. 

Similarly, urban influence needs to be viewed in the broad

est context to mean any environmental, physical, sociological, 
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economic, political or psychological influence originating 

totally or in part outside the rural community. 

In terms of the main rural issues - remembering these can 

relate to food production but may also involve other associated 

rural land uses - we might identify land and water use with 

emphasis on direct loss or resources to alternate uses, frag

mentation of use opportunity and negative impact from adjacent 

use; marketing opportunity; rural values and lifestyles; trans

portation and energy; and education. 

Let's take a brief look at some of these urban "spheres of 

influence", so to speak, as they relate to the dynamics of rural 

communities. 

Political Considerations 

Notwithstanding rural-urban interdependence, which I think 

most people appreciate at least at a superficial level, the 

electoral dominance of the urban majority is something we must 

recognize and accept. As Alan Scarth, Q.C., a self-avowed urban 

citizen, summarized it at last year's Manitoba Land Use Conference, 

(Winnipeg, March, 1981) 

"As your typical Urban Highrise Dwelier, you need me 
to implement land use policy, because in Manitoba, 
as in the developed countries the world over, I have 
far more votes than the rural citizens. In the dev
eloped countries generally, 81% of the votes; in 
Manitoba, 63% of the votes, and rising . " 

This urban dominance occurs throughout the entire decision making 

process from what might be regarded as the most distant forum, 

the federal government level, to the most local public involve

ment committee. The whole question of jurisdictional responsi

bility and how and at what level to work to increase awareness and 
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In Canada, we have literally thousands of different 

governmental entities and it is far from clear which level of 

government can most effectively protect the land resource, rural 

values and rural economies. In general, local governments have 

shown themselves too close to the action, too preoccupied with 

improving the community's tax base, minimizing service costs and 

maximizing socio-economic benefits. Protection of the land 

resource or rural values and attributes have too often been com

promised right out of the political decision making process. 

The federal government, on the other hand, is too far 

from the action and often without jurisdiction. The fact is, 

however, that many rural-related issues are interprovincial in 

nature. For example, we have some unique soils that should 

perhaps be of national concern, such as those in our very limited 

areas of soft fruit climates, or those in the extremely high wood

producing soil/climate combination areas of the west coast. If 

we accept that we all have a stake in such areas, the question is, 

how to permeate the marble cake of jurisdictions to provide 

initiative and guidance to provincial and local governments? 

With respect to jurisdiction, the provincial government level 

probably offers the best opportunity for positive rural leader

ship. However, sandwiched between federal and local political 

bodies, ~rovincial governments are often reluctant to get invol vecl_ 

until it is almost too late. 

With a prodding public behind them, however, governments 

at all levels are beginning to take on the responsibility to protect 
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the land resource,rural values and rural economics. Part of 

our responsibility as professionals is to ensure that part of that 

prodding is towards a greater understanding of agriculture, from 

both rural and urban points of view. Alan Scarth, in that same 

speech in Manitoba, referred to the urgent need to educate the 

urban majority, not only the voting public but the politicians 

who are eventually elected as w~ll. 

"If you expect me to support good laws, and to 
understand your objections to bad laws, I suggest 
you get on with my education in a hurry, because 
not only are we urban citizens on the increase 
but the number of us who have any understanding 
of what you are doing is on the decrease." 

Economic Considerations 

I do not wish to dwell too long on this aspect, perhaps partly 

for fear of showing ignorance but also because of the almost 

forbidding complexity of the issue. The scope of economic influ

ence and interdependence is particularly topical during these 

times when we are being asked by our governments to understand that 

our fortunes as individuals are intricately tied to the international 

marketplace. Even within the much reduced forum of local communities, 

the threads of economic interdependence are tightly woven. 

In the food and fibre marketplace, the needs and priorities 

of the urban majority have tremendous economic clout. Land use, 

one of the most basic issues in rural communities, is one of the 

most obvious examples. Changes in la'nd use are essentially governed 

by competition amongst different types of demand. Demand from the 

non-food producing sectors, often for irreversible uses, is 

usually much stronger than from agriculture, due to the much higher 

values these sectors can command from the same area of land. As 

a result, in a normal market situation, the quantity of agricultural 
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land transferred to alternative uses is actually determined 

by non-agricultural (urban) requirements; agriculture and 

other extensive rural uses being merely in a defensive position. 

Urban land use demand varies according to location, of 

course. The degree of resistance put up by agriculture and other 

rural land users also varies depending in part on the economics 

of use at the time of the proposed use change. Urban-rural 

fringe areas, now so typical of cities and towns across the 

nation , are the prime example of this aspect of urban influence. 

Although urban 1mses must inevitably expand, just where and on 

what land base they exert their economic dominance can be of 

critical importance to the futures of both urban and rural communities. 

The spin-offs of food and fibre production in providing jobs 

in the urban community is not widely recognized, either by urban 

citizens or by elected officials at any level of government. 

Food production is a comparitively stable sector of the economy. 

Unfortunately, the economic contribution of agriculture to 

national, provincial, regional and local economies is often 

grossly underestimated. The urban segment of the population must 

understand that, in terms of jobs, and therefore dollars, agri

cultures contribution does not stop at the farm gate, but at 

the dinner table - processed, preserved, packaged and prepared. 

Another area of economic influence is the impact, both 

positive and negative, of urban income levels on the rural com

munity. Initially, the capital availability may be of benefit 

to the community, but there is often a negative impact further 

along the line. Let me illustrate with the example of the urban 
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professional purchasing a small orchard in the Okanagan Valley. 

He builds an attractive home and pool, a luxury he perhaps could 

not afford on a much higher priced city lot. Without the skills 

or the desire to continue commercial food production on the land, 

he clears the fruit trees, constructs a while rail fence and pur

chases three horses for recreational use. Certainly, this change 

of use is not by definition incompatible. The appearance of the 

"comfortably well-off" ex-urbanite in the centre of a food producing 

community, however, where people are struggling with heavy debt 

loads and working long hours to make their living from the land, 

reinforces feelings of economic disparity between urban and rural 

populations. 

Lifestyle Considerations 

The above example issustrates how subtly the influx of urban 

residents into rural areas can increase the potential for social 

conflict and general disenchantment with more traditional rural 

values. Again, of course, we are actually dealing with a continuum, 

with the high density urban core lifestyle experence at one end and 

the forested/alpine wilderness experience at the other. 

Less and less, however, are urban and rural lifestyles dis

cernable from one another. The rapid development of rural energy 

use during the S0's and 60's brought with it all kinds of consumer 

goods, hitherto regarded as "city luxuries". Urban media, advertising 

and transportation access now reach even the most isolated rural 

communities of the nation. The advent of rapid transit alone is 

radically changing the character of rural communities in the shadow 

of metropolitan areas. Basically, by increasing the distance from 

which people can practically commute, the urban sphere of influence 
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upon lifestyles at the far end of the transit line is broadened. 

As a result, especially the younger members of rural communities 

begin to feel the pressure to adopt urban aspirations related to 

measurement of success and lifestyle. They see urban priorities 

as positive ones. This can have a long term impact upon the 

rural community as it loses greater numbers of the next generation 

who, on the basis of upbringing and experience, should be best 

equipped to preserve and strengthen rural community priorities. 

On the other hand, we have urban folk, usually one or more 

generations away from the land, with a renewed interest in a rural 

lifestyle and a mobility that allows them to pursue such an 

option. Once in the community, however, they wish to duplicate 

all the urban services and amenities to which they have become 

accustomed; and most often, they have the economic means to 

effect their wishes. As their numbers increase, so also does 

their power at the ballot box and gradually the priorities of 

the farming or resource-based community are eroded. The 

aesthetics of a nice pastoral setting are positive, but the 

smells and noise of intensive food production are often not 

acceptable to the displaced urbanite. 

Example Cases of Urban Decision Making on Rural Issues 

With time, the cummulative effect of all of these spheres 

of influence can bring about drastic changes to the character 

of both urban and nural communities. Some are gradual, subtle 

and intangible. Others are painfully obvious. Although there 

are any number of examples of urban decisions that have rural 

impacts, I have chosen this morning three illustrations. 
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(1) The "Killer Mall" 

The shopping mall phenomenon is a direct outgrowth of the 

suburban lifestyle, with all its negative and positive features. 

In my view, this urban-originating commercialism is a symbol 

of our lack of understanding of both urban and rural people and 

their relationship to the land resource. 

According to Ralph Surette, in his recent article in March 

1982 issue of Quest Magazine (referred to as "Canada's Urban 

Magazine, by the way), the origtnal intent of the enclosed 

shopping mall was to build microcosms of urbanity in the expand

ing suburbs - "a small-grained mixture of all urban functions". 

Its inventor, Victor Gruen, apparently later disowned his invention 

however, suggesting fastbuck promoters and speculators had twisted 

his ideas beyond recognition, to result in "ruinous development, 

premeditated murder of downtown retailing, historic city cores 

being robbed, and valuable land being gobbled up". 

Most of Canada's shopping malls _ were built during the late ; 

sixties and early seventies, before rural planning was generally 

accepted as a legitimate concern. As of 1981 there were nearly 1,000 

across the nation. Think of the multiplicity of impacts upon the 

recipient urban and rural communities, including environmental, land 

use, sociological and economic. 

Proponents of the suburban mall argued that many of the 

communities for which these malls were proposed were underaeveloped 

and that people needed this kind of service. Critics thought 

there was another attraction - regulations were often not as 

stringent in rural areas as elsewhere. As Surette summarized it: 

"A permit from an eager town council, a word into the highway 
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department's ear for some access roads, some minor sewer and 

water considerations, and you were away." If city councils were 

pressured by the downtown businessmen as they suffered, it was 

just a matter of "jumping a couple of feet outside the town's 

boundaries into the eager arms of the rural councils~ ~ 

In my view, with the advantage of hindsight, the suburban 

mall phenomena has brought considerable confusion and upheaval 

to rural communities. Its impact upon urban communities has been 

hardly less significant. The question was soon asked, does it 

make sense to go to urban renewal programs to revitalize downtown 

cores while allowing suburban malls to spread across the rural 

landscape? 

The building of major enclosed suburban malls is gradually 

losing momentum in many areas, which is regarded by some - although 

not all - as a victory of sorts for both downtown cores and rural 

communities. 

(2) The "Suburban Horse" 

Like the shopping mall, what some choose to call the "suburban 

horse" is another indicator of rural and urban change and the 

impact of urban affluence on the countryside. 

Horses as our forefathers owned and used them in rural 

Canada have mostly disappeared from the rural landscape. Yet 

horse populations have increased rapidly in and near our urban 

communities, where they are now kept for recreational purposes. 

Burnett and Conklin in their paper "Horses in the Suburbs: Some 

Research Needs" (Journal of Soil and Water Conservation - January

February, 1982) describe what has happened from the US perspective: 
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" 1Not long ago, most people believed the horse had 
outlived its economic usefulness. The few with time 
and money enough to indulge in the frivolous luxury 
of riding horses for pleasure became popularly and 
somewhat derogatorily known as the "horsey set". 
The pure pleasure horse, however, is finding an 
increasingly prominent place in a leisure-oriented 
society." 

According to Burnett and Conklin, between 1972 and 1978 the 

horse population in the U.S. rose from an estimated 5.8 million 

to 8.5 million, the great majority of which were kept in urban 

and suburban areas for recreational purposes; a $15 billion 

industry. Although I do not have comparable figures for Canada, 

I would expect a somewhat parallel trend involving proportionately 

smaller numbers. 

This urban- stimulated phenomenon has had major implications, 

especially along the urban/rural interface. It resulted in the 

emergence of suburban subdivisions specifically focused on the 

recreational horse. I would not want to suggest the impacts 

have all been negative. It is possible that the suburban horse 

is one important link along the urban-rural continuum. It 

provides an educational opportunity for urban and rural to better 

understand one another's priorities and concerns. The danger 

lies in that the horse-oriented small holding often displaces 

other urban and rural land use opportunities and sets values for 

farmland far beyond food production values. As I mentioned in 

an earlier example, it can also increase the potential for social 

conflict within a farming community. 

We do not understand well enough the relationship of this 

urban-rural hybrid to its environment. Of interest are questions 

about the long range acceptability of lower density subdivision 

design innovations to accommodate the recreational horse and the 
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cohesion of communities strongly influenced by a single receational 

interest. What is the role of the various groups emerging to 

represent horse interests before the public and elected officials? What 

are the consequences of having so many large animals in small 

areas, perhaps mainly owned by individuals who are amateurs 

not only at horse care but at caring for the land resource as 

well? Finally we might ask ourselves, is the overall environmental 

impact of suburban horse ownership significantly different 

than the overall process of urbanization without horses? 

All of these aspects, including the environmental, land use 

planning and socio-economic implications of the suburban horse, 

warrant more research than they have thus far received. 

(3) Soil Conservation 

I asked the question in an 1article in Fall 19~0 issue of 

the Agrologist; is soil conservation important enough to warrant 

political priority? Although almost everybody pays lip service 

and some profess undying allegiance to sound soil conservation 

practices and programs, as a political issue, let's face it, 

soil conservation per ~e lacks the glamor to really capture the 

limelight. 

What is often not understood is the fact that good soil 

management and sound land and water use planning - urban or 

rural - are so interrelated as to be inseparable. In dealing 

with protection of the soil resource, we encounter every con

ceivable land and water use - and obviously these do have political 

overtones. 
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Yes, soil conservation does warrant political priority. 

However, as people become more urban oriented and further 

removed from the soil, it becomes more difficult to command 

attention for this issue. There is little real understanding 

of the soil resource, either by decision makers, special interest 

groups (whose intentions may be honorable but whose access to 

technical expertise is often limited) or by the general public, 

who must live with and pay for the decisions that are made. 

Unfortunately, emerging problems related to soil conser

vation are often not visible to the urban-oriented public. For 

example, the fact that food is being sold in a supermarket built 

on high capability food producing land is not immediately 

detectable in the price. However, as the source of food becomes 

further removed from the population that consumes it, the price 

increases. Similarly, the process of soil erosion or organic 

matter loss is invisible to many people, unless they walk across 

a field that has lost forty tons of topsoil per acre to spring 

runoff . or they observe the discolored, sediment-loaded stream 

adjacent. This general lack of understanding and concern about 

soil has robbed our conservation efforts of local and national 

political support. 

Many perceive soil conservation to be a t1.rural issue. Urban 

soil erosion, however, is rapidly becoming a serious problem. 

Donald Last, in his article contained in the September-October, 

1981 issue of the Journal of Soil and Water Conservation, add-

ressed the magnitude of the urban erosion problem: 

"Areas undergoing urban development generate 20 
times more sediment per unit area than is generated 
on cropland in the same watershed" 
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per year on construction sites" 
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Last goes on to state some of the impacts of urban soil erosion: 

"Water that transports eroded soil across the land 
surface into lakes and streams often contains 
a variety of contaminants .... The major impact -
both environmentally and economically - is the result 
of off-site soil deposition. Sediment clogs roadside 
ditches, storm sewers, and culverts. It settles out 
in streams, ponds, lakes and reservoirs, impairing 
navigation and recreation ..... Fish and wildlife 
habitat is damaged." 

Each year, our soil conservation problems become more 

complex. Both urban and rural communities contribute their fair 

share to the problem. So too, therefore, must urban and rural 

cooperate in urging the political process to deal effectively 

with these issues, before the death knell is sounded for a sign

ificant component of the soil resource. 

Summation 

One could continue with numerous other examples of urban 

decisions with rural impacts. In fact, in my view, there is 

seldom any decision taken that does not impact to some degree 

somewhere else along the urban-rural continuum. 

Given this interdependence, it is clear there is a need 

to better understand the character of both rural and urban 

as well as the great grey area in between. This understanding 

must encompass environmental, biophysical, political, sociological 

and economic aspects and will only emerge through research, 

education and a committment to open dialogue. 

I have cited this morning a number of examples of the urban 

majority perhaps not understanding rural issues. I do not want 
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to imply that the reverse is not also true. Rural people are 

often just as unaware of the dynamics of urban needs and 

priorities. I suggest that the Professional Agrologist, 

regardless of specialization, has a responsibility to function 

more effectively as an urban-rural missionary, with acquired or 

inherited rural values on the one hand, balanced with an 

appreciation of urban realities on the other. 
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